NEWCASTLE AND GATESHEAD COMMUNITY INFRASTRCUTURE LEVY
EXAMINATION IN PUBLIC
Response to Examiner’s Main Issues and Questions
Made on Behalf of Bellway Homes Limited (North East)

Issue 4 – Residential Rates
Preamble
4.1

On behalf of our Client, we write to provide comments in response to Gateshead Metropolitan
Borough Council (‘GMBC’s’) and Newcastle City Council’s (‘NCC’s’) submitted Community
Infrastructure Levy (‘CIL’) Charging Schedules following our previous comments on the
consultation for the Charging Schedules submitted in May 2015 and December 2015.

4.2

Our Client is one of the UK’s leading house builders, committed to the highest standards of
design, construction and service. They have a number of site interests across Newcastle and
Gateshead and therefore are very keen to engage in the Examination process in order to
ensure that the adopted CIL Charging Schedules are supported by robust, up to d ate and
comprehensive evidence ensuring that their sites can be delivered.

4.3

In light of new information becoming available in the way of anticipated S106 costs, build
costs and revenues our clients position has shifted, moving away from requesting a reduction
in the zone A CIL tariff to request that their land interests in Gateshead are removed f rom all
CIL charging zones as a result of identified significant ground constraints. This position is set
out in further detail below in response to the questions raised by the Inspector.
Bellway Homes Limited (North East) Land Interests in Gateshead

4.4

Our previous CIL representations have highlighted our Client’s land interests in Gateshead,
which consists of land at Ryton which is allocated for the delivery of up to 550 homes under
the Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (‘CSUCP’) Policy GV6.
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4.5

This site makes an important contribution to the supply of housing in Gateshead over the
plan period of the CSUCP and consequently it is vitally important that any obligations
associated with these sites (including CIL) will not cause them to become unviable and
undeliverable.

4.6

These statements should be read alongside our previous written representations and set out
our Client’s previously submitted comments on GMBC’s CIL Charging Schedule .

4.7

Issue 4, which covers Residential Rates, is considered below. The Examiner has set an
overall question for the session which is:
“Are the proposed charging rates informed by an consistent with the
evidence? Would proposed charging rates put the overall
development of the area at risk?”

4.8

There are then a series of separate questions posed by the Examiner. Our responses to these
questions are set out below and are supplemented with additional up-to-date viability
information ‘Viability & Deliverability Review’ appended to this Hearing Statement at
Appendix 1. All of this should be read together.

a) Are residential rates and uses clearly defined in the tables in the Charging
Schedules, and on the accompanying maps?
4.9

Our Client’s view is that the maps and charging schedules for both NCC and GMBC are clear
and understandable, however, they could benefit by the areas not included within CIL to be
clearly shown as ‘£0/sq m’. The issue our Client has is that the CIL charge is simply too high
and renders schemes unviable and undeliverable.

4.10

As our Client is involved in many sites across Newcastle and Gateshead, then the implication
for unviable sites is profound and will have a knock -on effect on the ability for Newcastle and
Gateshead to deliver its required housing need over the plan period of the CSUCP.

4.11

This is detailed further in answers to the questions below and in response to Issue 3.

b) Are the proposed £60/sq m, £30/sq m and nil CIL charging rates for residential
development and the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and
reasonable? Why are some high and high-mid value areas (as shown on the
Values Zones Maps) and mid-value areas not included within charging zones A
or B? Is the proposed CIL charge on sheltered housing schemes justified?
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4.12

Our Client’s view is that the evidence to justify the charging of £60/sq m in Zone A is not
justified or robust and that at this rate will render some Zone A sites unviable. In the case of
our Client’s land interests at Ryton, the revenues assumed are wholly unrealistic and will
mean they will not be able to achieve the values that GMBC assume within their evidence
base. This is detailed further in our response to question (b) in I ssue 3.

4.13

Further evidence is presented by Nick Bignall MRICS that is appended to this Hearing
Statement at Appendix 1 and provides additional up-to-date evidence of revenues in this
area. In summary, the Viability & Deliverability Review concludes that the assumed revenues
from GMBC are too high, with an up to date sales report confirming this. As a result of thi s
further information it is suggested that revenues for marke t units should be amended to
£180/sq ft (£1,938/sq m). Whilst not reflective of the £158/sq ft (£1,700/sq m) rate in the
market report provided by the client, as appended to the Viability & Deliverability Review,
the client cautiously views this rate as potentially achievable for new builds in this area
(given the lack of recent new build comparable sales in Ryton). The review also suggests
that affordable housing reviews should also be reduced to 45% of OMV for affordable ren t
units and 65% of OMV for shared ownership units.

4.14

The evidence also casts doubt on the assumptions used to feed into NCC’s and GMBC’s
viability appraisals, in particular in relation to abnormal costs, marketing costs , build costs
and how the two authorities have factored in S.106 costs and the costs of complying with
Policies CS16 and CS17 of the CSUCP. This is detailed in our response to question (d) in
Issue 3. This is particularly relevant when examining the Ryton site, where S.106 costs and
on-site affordable housing provision means the Zone A CIL tariff of £60/sq m would create
the scenario where development on this site simply cannot go forward.

4.15

As a result of this, it is our belief that a £60/sq m tariff in Zone A is not justified and fr om
the evidence available, is too high. We recommend that Ryton is removed from all CIL
charging zones and identified as ‘£0/sq m’. We look forward to discussing this issue further
at the examination.

4.16

Our previous representations had highlighted conc erns about some of the inequality in the
application of CIL and that the areas chosen to fall into Zone A and Zone B do not
necessarily correspond to the value areas. For instance , areas in Newcastle which typically
attract high values are around Jesmond a nd Gosforth (shown in the Viability and

Deliverability Report Annex Update February 2016 – PO4 ), yet these oddly fall within Zone B
(£30/sq m), whilst areas which do not achieve as high values fall within Zone A (£60 sq/m).
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We believe this approach needs t o be reconsidered; likewise those areas where it is not
intended to charge CIL should for clarity explicitly be shown as £0/sq m.

c) What are the viability buffers associated with the CIL residential charges?
(where the buffer is measured as the difference between the headroom or
maximum CIL rate/sq m that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate/sq m,
in percentage terms – see the equation below)
100 – (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %
4.17

Further information in relation to viability buffers and headroom are contained within the
Viability & Deliverability Review at Appendix 1. In summary, once elements of the viability
calculation have been amended such as market revenues, build costs and abnormal costs,
which are justified within the review, the headroom position is effectively removed entirely
leaving no viability buffer.

4.18

It is also worth noting that there are other elements of the calculation which, should these
also be amended in line with the assumptions of the review, p articularly threshold land
values, then the viability buffer would be even worse.

4.19

Our Client, however, maintains that key inputs into the viability assumptions are flawed and
when these are taken into account there is no buffer for our client’s site . We look forward to
discussing this in more detail at the examination.

d) Are the buffers sufficient to allow viable residential development in the
charging zones? What are the Council’s latest housing trajectories over the plan
period, and would the CIL charges affect the delivery of planned housing
provision?
4.20

As detailed in our response to the question above, Our client’s view is that overall the buffers
are not sufficient to allow for viable residential development on our client’s land with CIL at
£60/sq m and consequently the site should be removed from all CIL charging zones and
identified as ‘£0/sq m’.

4.21

As we have highlighted elsewhere, both NCC and GMBC rely heavily on the delivery of the
larger strategic/SLR sites to achieve their housing requirements outlined in the CSUCP
(including our Client’s land at Ryton). As most of these are subject to the higher Zone A CIL
tariff of £60/sq m and it is our Client’s view that this is set too high, then the imposition of
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the Charging Schedules as currently drafted will have a major effect on both authorities’
housing trajectories.
4.22

Furthermore, it is our Client’s view that both authorities are already behind in housing
delivery as very few strategic sites have been granted planning permission sinc e the adoption
of the CSUCP in March 2015 and the imposition of the proposed Charging Schedules will only
serve to frustrate this process further. This in turn will lead to difficulty in both authorities
being able to prove they have an adequately supply o f deliverable housing land as required
by the National Planning Policy Framework.
Summary

4.23

The overarching questions for this session are whether the evidence supports the current CIL
tariffs proposed by NCC and GMBC and whether this would put the overall development of
the area at risk.

4.24

In terms of the former, our Client believes there are a number of flaws within both
authorities’ viability calculations (as detailed in the answers to the questions for Issues 3 and
4) and in some instances it is simply not clear how NCC and GMBC have arrived at some of
the assumptions used. As such, it is difficult to conclude that the tariffs featured in both
authorities’ Charging Schedules are sound, robust and correspond with the evidence.

4.25

As expressed throughout the CIL process, our Client has serious concerns that the tariff
relating to their land at Ryton (Zone A at £60/ sq m) is simply too high and makes developing
their site unviable. As such the site should be removed from all CIL charging zones for the
reasons put forward in this statement and identified as ‘£0 /sq m’ due to site specific
significant abnormal costs associated with ground conditions.

4.26

We understand other developers have voiced similar concerns in this regard. If this is the
case there will clearly be a significant knock -on effect in terms of housing delivery in
Newcastle and Gateshead; putting at risk the overall delivery of housing that is required
through the CSUCP.
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1. BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
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1.1.

My name is Thomas Hegan of 32-33 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6DF. I am a Member of
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (“RICS”) having qualified in 2010 following the
award, in 2005, of an Honours degree in Real Estate Valuation and Management from
University of West England, Bristol.

1.2.

In 2007 I joined the practice of Turner Morum Chartered Surveyors and was made a Partner
in 2013. I am a specialist in the field of development site appraisals and associated
subjects. A summary of recent experience is included as Appendix 7.

1.3.

I regularly advise across the whole of the UK on the value and potential of major tracts of
development land. I am currently instructed by a substantial number of Local Authorities,
Landowners, Developers, Receivers & Liquidators and have extensive experience in this
field.

1.4.

I am an Accredited Expert Witness and have previously provided Expert Valuation Evidence.
I have successfully undertaken the Advanced Professional Award in providing Expert
Witness Evidence & am also an RICS Registered Valuer.

1.5.

I was instructed by Ms Caroline Strugnell of Bellway Homes PLC (“Bellway”) to review the
viability assumptions of Gateshead Council (“the Council”) in their Viability and
Deliverability Report (February 2014) Annex Update February 2016 (“2016 Report”)
specifically focusing on the appraisal and assumption for Ryton contained in Appendix 8 of
the 2016 Report.

1.6.

Where I have found an area of disagreement with the Council’s assumption I have sought to
justify any alteration I have made with supporting evidence which can be viewed in this
Statement alongside the Appendices.

2. MECHANISM
2.1.

In order to test the viability assumptions of the Council I have sought to replicate their
appraisal for the Ryton assuming 15% affordable as per Appendix 8 of the 2016 Report.
This calculation is for the whole of the Ryton site (550 units) although in reality Bellway will
only be providing a portion of this (c. 350 units) – for the purpose of this analysis and in
order to facilitate easy comparison with the Council’s appraisal I have modelled my analysis
on the basis of the whole site coming forward (550 units).

2.2.

The appraisal calculates a Residual Land Value for the proposed development (excluding
S106, infrastructure and CIL). This Residual Land Value is then deducted from the proposed
Threshold Land Value (TLV) to leave the ‘Headroom’ which is the amount of residual funds
left from the scheme to provide for CIL.

2.3.

I should state at this stage that I believe this methodology to be somewhat flawed. The
reason for this is that using the Council’s calculation, there is no finance cost considered for
the CIL, S106 and infrastructure costs as these are deducted from the RLV separately from
the appraisal. As such, I believe this methodology arguably actually underplays the
potential finance costs which will realistically be incurred by the scheme.
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2.4.

A summary table showing this calculation for the Council can be found on page 41 of the
2016 Report – I have replicated this table on the Summary Tab of my appraisal analysis in
Appendix 1 showing side by side the key figures resulting from the Council’s appraisal and
also from my own appraisal analysis.

2.5.

All my residual appraisals have been produced using a bespoke Microsoft Excel format. A
summary of my appraisal analysis is shown below:

· Tab 1 – A residual appraisal replicating the assumptions of the Council for Ryton assuming
550 dwellings and a 15% on site affordable contribution
·

2.6.

Tab 2 - A residual replicating the scheme as above but with my adjusted viability
assumptions included.
I will now run through the key viability assumptions for the Council in sequential order as
they appear within the residual. I will specify where I have adopted a different assumption
to that of the Council.

3. APPRAISAL INPUTS
REVENUES
3.1.

The Council’s viability assumptions for Ryton are based on an average rate of £209 psf
(£2,250 psm) applied to all market units. This is supported by some evidence from the Land
Registry from 2007 – 2014 and some new build sales survey data contained in Appendix 4 of
the 2016 report.

3.2.

For the purpose of this assessment I have been provided with a sales report from
Countrywide (see Appendix 2) outlining that their view is that revenues from this site will
more likely achieve c. £158 psf (c. £1,700 psm). Clearly there is a significant difference
between this and the position the Council have adopted. I am advised by Bellway that that
their internal estimates are slightly higher than the position proposed by Countrywide. This
could be explained by the fact that the proposed scheme provides new build properties
where there is a significant demand in this area having had a dearth of supply of new build
units over recent years. For the purpose of this assessment, and in acknowledgement of
the variance between Countrywide and the Council, I have adjusted the revenues in my
appraisal for the market units to c. £180 psf (£1,938 psm). This incorporates the new build
premium Bellway can expect to receive whilst also representing something of a mid-point
between the positions of the Council/Countrywide.

3.3.

Affordable housing revenues are benchmarked at c. 59% of OMV for a blended tenure.
Although this is within an acceptable range for a viability appraisal I believe it is certainly
towards the upper end of an acceptable range. Usually for a viability appraisal in a location
such as this, one would benchmark affordable rent units at c. 45% of OMV and shared
ownership units at c. 65% of OMV.

3.4.

It could be argued that the assumption of 45% of OMV for the affordable rent values is
somewhat optimistic following the 2015 Summer Budget, where the Government
announced that they will be reducing Housing Association rents which has had a
consequential impact on affordable offers which have been made – I have included an
extract below from the Summer Budget 2015:
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“Alongside the freeze in working-age benefits, the government will reduce rents in social
housing in England by 1% a year for 4 years, requiring Housing Associations and Local
Authorities to deliver efficiency savings, making better use of the £13 billion annual subsidy
they receive from the taxpayer. Rents in the social sector increased by 20% over the 3 years
from 2010-11. This will allow social landlords to play their part in reducing the welfare bill.
This will mean a 12% reduction in average rents by 2020-21 compared to current
forecasts.”1
3.5.

The result is that many Housing Associations are advising they cannot stand by their offers
made around last year and will have to make a reduced offer in order to account for the
changes arising from the budget. As such, typically affordable rent values included at c.
45% of OMV can now be considered as somewhat optimistic in the present climate as can a
blended affordable average of 55%.

3.6.

Again, for the purpose of this assessment I have sought to maintain an optimistic position
and have not adjusted the revenue assumptions. If I were to do so I believe this would
impact negatively on the viability of the scheme.

COSTS
3.7.

The Council have used BCIS data as the source for the build cost assumptions within their
appraisal and have adopted a consistent build cost of £77.95 psf (£839 psm). The BCIS data
they have adopted is rebased to Q4 2014 and locationally weighted to ‘Tyne and Wear’ and
can be viewed as Appendix 3 of their 2016 report. The build cost specification they have
adopted is for ‘Housing, mixed developments’ which I would suggest is reasonable.

3.8.

Rather than adopting the ‘Median’ build costs for this scheme the Council have sought to
apply a ‘tapering’ system for the different profile areas within their jurisdiction. Therefore,
in their analysis a ‘High’ profile area will incur a Median BCIS build cost whilst a ‘Low’ profile
area will incur a Lower Quartile build cost. The difference between the 2 equates to c. £9
psf of additional cost (or c. £100 psm). All the sites in between this then incur a tapered
build cost reducing from Median down to Lower Quartile as one moves from a High profile
location to a High-Mid, Mid, Low-Mid and finally Low profile location.

3.9.

As such the Ryton site, located in a ‘Mid-High’ profile area incurs a lower build cost than
those sites located in ‘High’ profile area. I believe firstly that this tapering approach is
inaccurate and falsely reduces the costs to be incurred by this scheme and other ‘Mid-High’
profile schemes. The reason for this is that building a house (i.e. the specific plot costs) on a
site such as this is going to be a largely similar cost regardless of the ‘profile’ of the location.
Whilst the profile of a location will heavily influence the achievable revenues it does not
impact on standard build costs in the same way. As such, building a house in a location
described as ‘Mid’ and building one nearby in a location described as ‘High’ is likely to cost
the same amount. Therefore for the purpose of my appraisal analysis I have sought to
remove the tapering adjustment and just apply the median build cost for the Ryton scheme
appraisal.

3.10. One can also observe that the Council have obtained data from BCIS from a ‘default period’
to inform their build cost assumptions. This option means that the BCIS data is sourced
1

Summer Budget 2015 – URL: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/summer-budget-2015/summerbudget-2015 - (Para 3.4.6)
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from samples from a 15 year period. When conducting a viability appraisal I would always
look to use the option of a ‘5 year period’ sample in BCIS – this ensures the cost
assumptions one adopts in the appraisal are more likely to be up to date and relevant. The
issue with adopting the ‘default period’ is that this tends to underplay the build costs as it
involves data from up 15 years ago when clearly build costs were significantly lower than
what they are now. As Appendix 4 of this Statement I have extracted the 2 samples from
BCIS assuming a 5 year period and a default period; a median cost from the 5 year data
range shows as £1,009 psm (c. £94 psf) whilst for the default period this shows as £990 psm
(c. £92 psf). In order to accurately reflect the specifics of bringing the scheme forward in
the current climate I have updated my appraisal to reflect the information available from
the BCIS 5 year sample period.
3.11. As outlined above the Council have also applied a locational weighting to their build cost for
Tyne and Wear which I have mirrored in my analysis. The summary table below illustrates
the full build cost assumptions I have adopted for the purpose of my appraisal:

Build Cost
Median
Housing Mixed
Developments

£ psm

£ psf

Locational
Weighting
0.87

£1,009.00

£93.74

£81.81

Externals
10%

Contingency
5%

TOTAL

£89.99

£94.49

£94.49*

3.12. *On a per square metre basis the above final cost relates to c. £1,017 psm.
3.13. As per the locational weighting I have also adopted the assumptions of the Council in
relation to an externals and contingency allowance of 10% and 5% respectively. Whilst
arguably one could include a higher external allowance, these are both within the
acceptable ranges I would adopt for a viability of this nature.
3.14. The table below provides a direct comparison of build costs within my appraisal and the
Council’s appraisals including the assumptions for externals and contingency:

Derscription

Build
Cost

10%

5%

Council - 15%

£77.95

£85.74

£90.03

TM

£81.81

£89.99

£94.49

3.15. One can observe that as a result of the above amendments I have included a build cost of c.
£94.49 psf (£1,017 psm) in my appraisal whilst the Council’s build cost assumptions are at
the lower c. £90 psf rate (£969 psm).
3.16. In addition to the contingency allowance the Council have also assumed a 5% allowance for
abnormals – this equates to a cost of c. £4k per dwelling (£2.2m in total). I am advised that
this site, as with many of the sites in Gateshead, suffers from abnormal ground conditions
and as such is likely to incur a fairly high level of abnormal costs in order to facilitate the
delivery of the site. At Appendix 6 I have included a breakdown of the anticipated
abnormal costs from this scheme (this also includes potential S106/CIL costs which would
need to be removed).
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3.17. A significant portion of the cost is derived from ‘grouting’ which I understand is effectively a
process of pumping cement into the old underground mines in order to seal the gaps and
stabilise the ground. Clearly this is an abnormal cost which would not be incurred on a
greenfield site and as such this needs to be reflected in the Ryton appraisal. I believe much
of Gateshead also suffers from similarly poor ground conditions due to the historic mining
industry and as such it is likely a significant number of sites such as Ryton will incur high
levels of abnormal costs.
3.18. For the purpose of this assessment I have taken the conservative position of maintaining
the 5% of the build costs assumptions as per the Council although I believe that arguably
this could justifiably be higher given the evidence provide in Appendix 6.
3.19. The Council have then allowed an additional cost of £500 per dwelling for NHBC and EPC – I
have assumed that these are to reflect the required sustainability criteria for this scheme
and it is not something I have sought to amend. I believe these are intended to align with
Policies CS16 & CS17 of the Core Strategy. As mentioned I have not adjusted these inputs
although if Bellway were required to deliver specific sustainability measures, not included in
BCIS, I would need to review the specific cost per dwelling impact.
3.20. The Council have assumed a 10% technical fees allowance which I would suggest is a fairly
standard assumption for a scheme of this nature. It should be noted, however, that in the
Council’s analysis their allowance of 10% externals is included separately from BCIS. This
has a consequential impact on the technical fees allowance of 10% which is calculated only
against the standard build costs, contingency and abnormals (i.e. not including externals).
Since the Council’s standard build costs do not include externals this is falsely underplaying
the costs involved in bringing a scheme forward.
3.21. The externals and contingency allowance are recommended adjustments by BCIS and
reflect the costs associated with building a housing plot including standard plot servicing
and infrastructure costs. As such, these are legitimate elements of the build costs as they
are costs to be incurred by the developer and will be subject of technical fees. This is an
approach I have consistently adopted in multiple viability appraisals and is very rarely an
area of contention.
3.22. The full cashflow assumptions of the Council are not contained in their 2016 report
although I can observe that they have assumed a 6.5% rate on debit and a 1.5% rate on
credit. Without viewing their cashflow timings and assumptions I cannot comment in too
much detail about the finance costs other than that when considered as a % of
development costs (c. 7.8%) it falls within the acceptable range for a viability of this nature
(between 5% - 10%). As such for my appraisal analysis I have simply updated the finance to
reflect 7.8% of development costs in line with the Council’s finance cost assumption.
3.23. Developer profit levels have been included at 20% of GDV for market housing and 6% of
GDV for affordable housing. These assumptions are fairly standard within viability
appraisals and as such I have maintained them for my analysis.
4. THRESHOLD LAND VALUE
4.1.

Once the above revenues and costs are deducted from each other one arrives at a Residual
Land Value (RLV) for the development scheme. In this analysis this is effectively the value
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of the development site excluding costs for infrastructure, S106, CIL. In order to determine
if the scheme can viably make a CIL contribution one needs to deduct the specific
infrastructure and S106 costs but also to deduct the sites Threshold Land Value (TLV).
4.2.

The TLV included by the Council equates to £480k per hectare or c. £195k per acre. This
figure is arrived at through evidence contained in Appendix 5 of the 2016 report. For
Gateshead this contains 7 comparable transactions. However when analysing these
comparables it is arguable that for a site such as Ryton they are not truly comparable and
therefore I believe could justifiably be discounted.

4.3.

For example, in table 5.2 in Appendix 5 of the 2016 report, you can observe that
comparable sites 2 and 3 are from transactions in 2006 – these are from 10 years ago now
and as such must be considered as somewhat of date. This is even more apparent for sites
4, 5 and 7 which date back as far 2002.

4.4.

I have been provided by Bellway with a supporting schedule of recent comparable land
transactions in the region (see Appendix 3). You will observe from this schedule that clearly
land values are in excess of the level of comparables outlined by the Council in their
Appendix 5. The average land value per acre seems to equate to c. £300k - £400k per net
acre (with even the Newcastle City Council themselves selling a site at £225k per net acre in
2013).

4.5.

I do acknowledge that the Council in page 26 of their 2016 report do apply a ‘contingency’
buffer of 50% to ensure viability is not compromised. Although I appreciate the addition of
the 50% buffer I am of the view that the starting point for the TLV is too low, and as such
although the buffer inflates the TLV it still does not necessarily bring it in line with the
comparables I have included in this submission as per Appendix 3.

4.6.

By definition the threshold land value is the absolutely minimum that a landowner requires
in order to be ‘enticed’ to sell for development. If this threshold value is not reached – the
landowner does not sell and the scheme is not delivered. The TLV is essentially the ‘line in
the sand’.

4.7.

The Harman report (Viability Testing Local Plans) effectively considers this point, stating:
“Given the clear emphasis on deliverability within the NPPF, Local Plan policies should not be
predicated on the assumption that the development upon which the plan relies will come
forward at the ‘margins of viability’”.
I feel the suggestion that the hypothetical landowners should be forced to accept a TLV
below what actual comparable transaction data suggests is simply inaccurate.

4.8.

The Harman Report also states (in reference to Threshold Land Values for strategic
greenfield sites – see Appendix 5 Page 30):
“It is widely recognised that this approach can be less straight forward for nonurban sites or
urban extensions, where land owners are rarely forced or distressed sellers, and generally
take a much longer term view over the merits or otherwise of disposing of their asset.
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This is particularly the case in relation to large greenfield sites where a prospective seller is
potentially making a once in a lifetime decision over whether to sell an asset that may have
been in the family, trust or institution’s ownership for many generations.”
4.9.

I believe that the above evidence clarifies the point that the TLV should be included at a
level which would realistically see this site released for development. In further support of
this, it should be noted that when considering what TLV to attribute to a site in an appraisal
analysis such as this, the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 173) states that
you have to ensure that you ‘provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing
developer to enable the development to be deliverable’. I believe it could be argued that
including the TLV at c. £195k per acre could place some doubt on the scheme being
deliverable.

4.10. I therefore believe that I could justifiably include a higher TLV in my analysis which would
serve to reduce the surplus left-over for any CIL contribution. However, in order to narrow
the scope of disagreement and facilitate a simpler discussion, I have maintained the
Council’s TLV assumption for the purpose of this exercise.
5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY CONCLUSION
5.1.

In the Council’s analysis once the TLV is deducted from the RLV this leaves a ‘headroom’
figure which one deducts specific S106 and infrastructure requirements in order see what is
leftover to pay for CIL.

5.2.

The S106 & Infrastructure costs the Council have assumed for this site total c. £2.111m. It
will be observed that in my appraisal analysis I have removed the S106 costs associated
with this scheme entirely; this is following discussions with Bellway where it was felt the
main components of this cost (i.e. the education and strategic highways contributions)
would be absorbed within a CIL requirement. As such where the Council have assumed a
deduction of £2.1m I have applied a £0 deduction

5.3.

You will observe from the above that there are various areas of potential disagreement
with the Council. In order to facilitate discussions and limit the scope of disagreement I
have only sought to adjust the following inputs in my appraisal:

·
·
·

Amended market revenues
Updated BCIS to Median within the 5 year data period
Removed S106 deduction due to the costs being incorporated within CIL
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The result of the above amendments is illustrated in the summary table below:

Ref

A

Description

Council Analysis - 15%

TM Analysis - 15%

Assumed Acres

44

44

Assumed Ha

17.17

17.17

Residual Value

£20,765,818

£6,622,885

Threshold Value per ha

£480,000

£480,000

B

Total Threshold Value

£8,241,600

£8,241,600

C

Headroom (A-B)

£12,524,218

-£1,618,715

D

S106 plus estimated specific infrastructure

£2,111,000

£0

E

Headroom after s106 for CIL (D-E)

£10,413,218

-£1,618,715

6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1.

You will observe from the table above that through amending the market revenues, build
and abnormal costs plus the assumed S106 assumptions of the Council the ‘headroom’
position has effectively been removed entirely.

6.2.

It is also worth noting that this is without updating any of the other areas in the appraisal
where I have outlined some disagreement above; many of these have been stated in
previous representations by Barton Willmore on this issue and my analysis simply furthers
this.

6.3.

As such, I am of the view that specifically due to the lower market revenues and more
accurate build costs involved with delivering this site it cannot viably contribute any CIL
payments. To burden this site with a requirement for CIL contribution would have a
significant negative impact on the viability. This would have a consequential impact on
delaying the delivery of the scheme which furthermore could then impact the Council’s 5
year land supply position.

6.4.

I hope this provides a sufficient overview of what I consider to be the key points and
conclusions in the Council’s CIL viability study.

…………………………………..…
Thomas Hegan MRICS
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Gateshead & Newcastle CIL 2016 P04
Ryton Appraisal - Whole Site
SUMMARY
TABLE 1 - Comparison Table - Council Appraisal v TM Appraisals (550 units Whole Site)

Ref

A

Description

Council Analysis - 15%

TM Analysis - 15%

Assumed Acres

44

44

Assumed Ha

17.17

17.17

Residual Value

£20,765,818

£6,622,885

Threshold Value per ha

£480,000

£480,000

B

Total Threshold Value

£8,241,600

£8,241,600

C

Headroom (A-B)

£12,524,218

-£1,618,715

D

S106 plus estimated specific infrastructure

£2,111,000

£0

E

Headroom after s106 for CIL (D-E)

£10,413,218

-£1,618,715

Gateshead & Newcastle CIL 2016 P04
Ryton
Summary Appraisal for Merged Phases 1 2
15% Affordable Model

Tab 1

Description

Units

Unit m²

Unit ft²

Total m²

Total ft²

Unit Value

£ psm

£ psf

GDV

2 bed private
3 bed private
4 bed private
15%
2 bed affordable
3 bed affordable

66
181
220

70
84
121

753
904
1,302

4,620
15,204
26,620

49,729
163,654
286,535

£157,500
£189,000
£272,250

£2,250
£2,250
£2,250

£209.03
£209.03
£209.03

£10,395,000
£34,209,000
£59,895,000

44
39

70
84

753
904

3,080
3,276

33,153
35,263

£92,531
£111,038

£1,322
£1,322

£122.81
£122.81

£4,071,375
£4,330,463

TOTAL REVENUE

550

96

1,033

52,800

568,334

£205,274.25

£2,138.27

£198.65

£112,900,838

4%
1%
0.75%

£20,765,818
£881,308
£220,327
£165,245

£22,032,698

£22,032,698

AH % of OMV

59%
59%

COSTS
Acquisition Costs
Residualised Price
SDLT
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
Construction Costs
2 bed private
3 bed private
4 bed private

Total m²
4,620
15,204
26,620

Total ft²
49,729
163,654
286,535

£ psm
£839.00
£839.00
£839.00

£ psf
£77.95
£77.95
£77.95

Totals
£3,876,180
£12,756,156
£22,334,180

2 bed affordable
3 bed affordable

3,080
3,276
52,800

33,153
35,263
568,334

£839.00
£839.00

£77.95
£77.95
£77.95

£2,584,120
£2,748,564
£44,299,200

£44,299,200

5%
5%

£2,214,960
£2,214,960

£4,429,920

£4,429,920

£/dwelling
£8,054

10%

£3,896,652

£/dwelling
£9,054

Contingency
Abnormals

*of total build
*of market housing build

Other Construction Costs
Externals
NHBC
EPC
Externals

*per unit of market housing
*per unit of market housing

NHBC
EPC

*per unit of affordable housing
*per unit of affordable housing

Units

£/unit

467
467

£500
£500
10%

Units

£/unit

83
83

£500
£500

£41,500
£41,500

£4,979,920

£4,979,920

10%
10%

£4,429,920
£442,992

£4,872,912

£4,872,912

3.50%

£3,951,529
£4,281,529

£4,281,529

Professional Fees
Other professional
Other professional
Disposal Fees
Sales Agent Fee
Sales Legal Fee

Units

£/unit

550

£600

£233,500
£233,500
£533,268

£330,000

Finance
Debit @ 6.5% / Credit @ 1.5%
Total Finance Cost

£6,600,748

TOTAL COSTS (excluding Profit)
Profit
TOTAL COSTS (including Profit)
Performance Measures
Profit on cost %
Profit on GDV %

£69,464,229
Market
Affordable

23.55%
18.96%

20%
6%

£20,899,800
£504,110

£21,403,910

£21,403,910
£90,868,140

% of cost
7.8%
% of GDV
5.8%

Gateshead & Newcastle CIL 2016 P04
Ryton - TM Appraisal
Summary Appraisal for Merged Phases 1 2
15% Affordable Model

Tab 2

Description

Units

Unit m²

Unit ft²

Total m²

Total ft²

Unit Value

£ psm

£ psf

GDV

2 bed private
3 bed private
4 bed private
15%
2 bed affordable
3 bed affordable

66
181
220

70
84
121

753
904
1,302

4,620
15,204
26,620

49,729
163,654
286,535

£135,625
£162,750
£234,438

£1,938
£1,938
£1,938

£180.00
£180.00
£180.00

£8,951,259
£29,457,780
£51,576,303

44
39

70
84

753
904

3,080
3,276

33,153
35,263

£79,680
£95,616

£1,138
£1,138

£105.75
£105.75

£3,505,910
£3,729,013

TOTAL REVENUE

550

96

1,033

52,800

568,334

£176,764.12

£1,841.29

£171.06

£97,220,266

4%
1%
0.75%

£6,622,885
£281,077
£70,269
£52,702

£7,026,934

£7,026,934

AH % of OMV

59%
59%

COSTS
Acquisition Costs
Residualised Price
SDLT
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
Construction Costs
2 bed private
3 bed private
4 bed private

Total m²
4,620
15,204
26,620

Total ft²
49,729
163,654
286,535

£ psm
£1,017.07
£1,017.07
£1,017.07

£ psf
£94.49
£94.49
£94.49

Totals
£4,698,873
£15,463,563
£27,074,457

2 bed affordable
3 bed affordable

3,080
3,276
52,800

33,153
35,263
568,334

£1,017.07
£1,017.07

£94.49
£94.49
£94.49

£3,132,582
£3,331,928
£53,701,402

£53,701,402

0%
5%

£0
£2,685,070

£2,685,070

£2,685,070

£/dwelling
£4,882

0%

£0

£/dwelling
£1,000

Contingency
Abnormals

*of total build
*of market housing build

Other Construction Costs
Externals
NHBC
EPC
Externals

*per unit of market housing
*per unit of market housing

NHBC
EPC

*per unit of affordable housing
*per unit of affordable housing

Units

£/unit

467
467

£500
£500
0%

Units

£/unit

83
83

£500
£500

£41,500
£41,500

£550,000

£550,000

10%
10%

£5,370,140.16
£268,507.01

£5,638,647

£5,638,647

3.50%

£3,402,709
£3,732,709

£3,732,709

Professional Fees
Other professional
Other professional
Disposal Fees
Sales Agent Fee
Sales Legal Fee

Units

£/unit

550

£600

£233,500
£233,500
£0

£330,000

Finance
Debit @ 6.5% / Credit @ 1.5%
Total Finance Cost

£5,454,340

TOTAL COSTS (excluding Profit)
Profit
TOTAL COSTS (including Profit)
Performance Measures
Profit on cost %
Profit on GDV %

£71,762,168
Market
Affordable

20.44%
18.96%

20%
6%

£17,997,069
£434,095

£18,431,164

£18,431,164
£90,193,332

% of cost
7.8%
% of GDV
5.8%

APPENDIX 2
MARKET REVENUES SUPPORTING
EVIDENCE

COUNTRYWIDE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Land atCushy Cow Lane, Ryton,
Gateshead
Report on Residential Property Value

Client: Bellway Homes (North East)
Prepared by: Countrywide Residential Development
Date: April 2016
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COUNTRYWIDE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

1.

INTRODUCTION

Instruction
1.1

Countrywide Residential Development have been instructed by Bellway Homes (North East) to
provide a report relating to residential property and land values in the surrounding area of Cushy Cow
Lane, Ryton.

Countrywide Residential Development
1.2

Countrywide Residential Development is the largest land and new homes agency in the UK
operating through over 50 established high street brands, our award winning estate agency service
sells 1 in 11 UK homes. We work with the UK's most successful house builders and developers, selling
over 5000 new homes per annum. Our sales reach delivers through 1,500 branches and is supported
by constant investment in innovative online and offline marketing solutions.

1.3

With regional and central sales and marketing campaigns combined with the breadth of our specialist
property service, Countrywide communicates with applicants from the very start of the buying
process with 5,000 mortgage appointments every week. As a result we move more than any other
business in the UK.

1.4

Our main residential agency brand in the North East is Bridgfords who has been successfully selling
and renting properties for more than 180 years. In the North East Bridgfords has 14 offices in
locations such as Newcastle City Centre, Ponteland, Jesmond and Gosforth. Bridgfords specialises in
the sale and valuation of residential property.

1.5

Alongside Bridgfords, through Lambert Smith Hampton, one of the largest commercial property
businesses in the UK, owned by the Countrywide Group we have the knowledge, ability and research
tools to adequately to undertake this report.
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2.

CUSHY COW LANE, RYTON

NE40 3..

Overview
2.1

Bellway Homes (North East) have submitted a planning application has recently been submitted to
Gateshead Council for the erection of 350 houses comprising a mixture of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom
properties on Cushy Cow Lane. Ryton is a large, predominantly suburban village in the western part
of the borough. The proposed development site as allocated in the Gateshead and Newcastle upon
Type Core Strategy should include a substantial area to be landscaped for ecological and recreation
purposes, occupies seven predominantly arable fields, with some smaller areas of woodland, between
the south side of the village and the A695 by-pass, extending from Stargate to Woodside Lane.

EMR
2.2

An EMR has been produced for the assessment area. An EMR is a report which delivers specialist
analysis observing new homes versus existing market housing in terms of supply and demand, price
per square foot, along with other useful data sets. The information provided in the report is driven
from access to industry sources such as Market View, Land Registry, Glenigan and Experian as well as
the exclusive use of data from Countrywide Surveying Services. The EMRs use as far as possible the
most up to date data and the reports cite the source and date as appropriate, the report is a snap
shot view of the market.

Current Market
2.3

The EMR for this area, attached as Appendix 1 shows that the average revenue for a new home in this
area is £158 sq. ft. / 1701 sq. m.

2.4

The EMR demonstrates that in the assessment area the total sales market accounts for 195
transactions (July to December 2015), of which the New Homes Market represents 15%. The report
outlines that the average price of a new home in the assessment area is £147,000. The overall
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average selling price for a new detached property in the assessment area over a 6 month period is
£254,000.
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD

Extended Market Report (EMR)
April 16
Contact Details:
Chris Pipe, UK Planning & Land Director
Email: chris.pipe@countrywide.co.uk
Telephone: 07710 399995

About Market Research Reports
Research Reports combine our unrivalled market intelligence with robust external data allowing developers to be
confident at every stage of their assessment.

Designed by former developers for developers, our Market Research Reports provide a clear picture of the
opportunity within your chosen area. This includes an outline local assessment with our Initial Market Pricing (IMP),
a more detailed analysis helping to optimise the product mix with our Extended Market Report (EMR) and a
comprehensive area overview to aid with sign off through our Full Market Report (FMR).

For further enquires, please contact:

Research Consultant: Kami Nagi on kami.nagi@countrywide.co.uk

Countrywide Research April 2016
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD
Executive Summary
(Please note: Assessment Area throughout this report has been defined as the nearest Postcode Sectors to the development site of Postcode NE40
3HD - this represents the nearest postcodes of similar residential density).

In the Assessment Area the total market accounts for 195 transactions, of which the New Homes Market represents 15% of
the total market vs. the Existing Market represents 85% of the total market.

Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

In contrast, across the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area, the total market accounts for 8,874 transactions, of which
the New Homes Market represents 7% of the total market vs. the Existing Market represents 93% of the total market.
Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

The overall Price Paid in the Assessment Area is £128k vs. the overall price paid across the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area is £140k. The price difference is -9% which is £-12k lower than the overall Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area.

The average New Homes Price in the Assessment Area is £147k vs. the average New Homes Price across
the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area is £185k. The price difference across the Assessment Area is 21% which is £-38k lower than the overall Newcastle upon Tyne Postcode Area.

The average Existing Homes Price in the Assessment Area is £120k vs. the average Existing Homes Price
across the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area is £135k. The price difference across the Assessment
Area is -11% which is £-15k lower than the overall Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area.
Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

There are no New Homes Listed within the Assessment Area for the period, though the average listed price across the
Assessment Area for the Existing Market is £151k
Data Source: Market View: (November to December 2015)

The average Rentals Listed Price across the Assessment Area is £518.
Data Source: Market View: (November to December 2015)

The majority of all postcodes within the Assessment Area are described as Self Supporters
This demographic is described as: Hard-working mature singles who own budget terraces manageable within their modest
wage.
Data Source: Experian

The average price per sq. ft. across the Assessment Area for New Homes is £158 per sq. ft and the average price per sq. ft.
across the Assessment Area (Existing Market Homes) is £145 per sq. ft.
Data Source: Countrywide Surveying: (October to December 2015)

Countrywide Research April 2016
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6) Price per Square Foot

1) Land Registry

Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD
Section A) 1) Land Registry Sales
Land Registry Sales for Assessment Area vs. Post Code Area
The overall Price Paid in the Assessment Area is £128k vs. the overall price paid across the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area is
£140k. The price difference is -9% which is £-12k lower than the overall Newcastle upon Tyne (NE) Postcode Area.

Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Price
Variation (%)

Overall

£

128,000

£

140,000

-9%

New Homes

£

146,950

£

184,995

-21%

Existing Market

£

120,000

£

135,000

-11%

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

1a) Land Registry Sales - Six month Overall market trend, Vol. vs. Price
This chart shows the Overall Market Price vs. Overall volume over a 6 month rolling period across the Assessment Area.
The overall Homes property price is currently £128k. This is £3k, (-2%) less than what it was six months ago.
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1b) Land Registry Sales - Six month New Homes trend, Vol. vs. Price
This chart shows the New Homes Price vs. New Homes volume over a 6 month rolling period across the Assessment Area.
The overall New Homes property price is currently £147k. This is the same as it was six months ago.
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1c) Land Registry Sales - Six month Existing Homes trend, Vol. vs. Price
This chart shows the Existing Homes Price vs. Existing Homes volume over a 6 month rolling period across the Assessment Area.
The Existing Homes property price is currently £120k. This is £5k, (4%) more than what it was six months ago.
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Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (January to December 2015)
Countrywide Research April 2016
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD
1d) 'Overall' Price Distribution
The chart below shows the price distribution over a 6 month period demonstrating that in the Assessment Area, 'Overall' Market
Homes Sales price distribution peaks across the 'up to £100k' price bracket.
- Majority (33%) of 'Overall' home sales occurs in the price bracket of 'up to £100k' and across the assessment area the average selling
price is £128k.
In contrast, across Post Code area NE, 28% of 'Overall' home sales occurs in the price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and the 'Overall'
average selling price is £140k.
35%
INS

Average Selling Price across Assessment Area £128k

30%

Average Selling Price across Area £140k
25%

Assessment Area
Postcode Area NE

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
up to £100k

£100k to
£150k

£150k to
£200k

£200k to
£250k

£250k to
£300k

£300k to
£350k

£350k to
£400k

£400k to
£450k

£450k to
£500k

£500k to
£550k

£550k to
£600k

Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

1e) 'New Homes' Price Distribution
The chart below shows the price distribution over a 6 month period demonstrating that in the Assessment Area, 'New Homes' Sales
price distribution peaks across the '£100k to £150k' price bracket.
- Majority (55%) of 'New Homes' sales occurs in the price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and across the assessment area the average
selling price is £147k.
In contrast, across Post Code area NE, 28% of 'New Homes' sales occurs in the price bracket of '£150k to £200k' and the overall average
selling price is £185k.
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Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

1f) 'Existing Market' Price Distribution
The chart below shows the price distribution over a 6 month period demonstrating that in the Assessment Area, 'Existing' Market
Homes Sales price distribution peaks across the 'up to £100k' price bracket.
- Majority (39%) of 'Existing' Market sales occurs in the price bracket of 'up to £100k' and across the assessment area the average
selling price is £120k.
In contrast, across Post Code area NE, 29% of 'Existing' Market sales occurs in the price bracket of 'up to £100k' and the overall average
selling price is £135k.
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Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)
Countrywide Research April 2016
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD
1g) Land Registry Sales - by property type
Land Registry Sales for Assessment Area vs. Post Code Area
The overall 'Detached' property price is currently £209k. This is £40k, (-16%) less than the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area.

Area: Newcastle upon
Tyne (NE)

Detached

Assessment Area

Price
Variation (%)

Overall

£

208,500

£

248,000

-16%

New Homes

£

253,973

£

252,095

1%

Existing Market

£

205,000

£

245,000

-16%

Semi - Detached

The overall 'Semi - Detached' property price is currently £140k. This is £7k, (-4%) less than the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area.

Area: Newcastle upon
Tyne (NE)

Assessment Area

Price
Variation (%)

Overall

£

139,500

£

146,000

-4%

New Homes

£

158,995

£

159,495

0%

Existing Market

£

139,000

£

145,000

-4%

The overall 'Terraced' property price is currently £108k. This is £12k, (-10%) less than the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area.

Area: Newcastle upon
Tyne (NE)

Terraced

Assessment Area

Price
Variation (%)

Overall

£

108,000

£

120,000

-10%

New Homes

£

146,950

£

149,998

-2%

Existing Market

£

101,750

£

118,000

-14%

The overall 'Apartment' property price is currently £103k. This is £8k, (8%) more than the Newcastle upon Tyne (NE)
Postcode Area.

Area: Newcastle upon
Tyne (NE)

Apartment

Assessment Area

Price
Variation (%)

Overall

£

102,500

£

95,000

8%

New Homes

£

111,550

£

115,995

-4%

Existing Market

£

70,000

£

91,000

-23%

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)

Countrywide Research April 2016
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD

1h) Land Registry Sales - by property type
Six month rolling averages by property type
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£240k
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£205k
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£205k

£205k

Oct-15

Nov-15
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£190k
Jul-15

Aug-15
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Existing
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£165k
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£143k

£145k
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£132k
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Jul-15
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New
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Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (January to December 2015)
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1i) This chart shows the 'Overall' price distribution over a 6 month period
across the Assessment Area by property type:
-43% of 'Total Home Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£200k to £250k' and the overall average selling price for a Total
Home Detached property is £209k.
-36% of 'Total Home Semi - Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and the overall average selling price for a
Total Home Semi - Detached property is £140k.
-44% of 'Total Home Terraced' Sales occurs in price bracket of 'up to £100k' and the overall average selling price for a Total Home
Teraced property is £108k.
-50% of 'Total Home Apartment' Sales occurs in price bracket of 'up to £100k' and the overall average selling price for a Total
Home Apartment property is £103k.

INS

Detached, £209k

50%

Semi - Detached, £140k
Terraced, £108k

40%

Apartment, £103k
30%

20%

10%

0%
up to £100k

£100k to £150k £150k to £200k £200k to £250k £250k to £300k £300k to £350k £350k to £400k £400k to £450k £450k to £500k
Detached

Semi - Detached

Terraced

Apartment

1j) This chart shows the 'New Homes' price distribution over a 6 month
period across the Assessment Area by property type:
-50% of 'New Home Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£200k to £250k' and the overall average selling price for a New
Home Detached property is £254k.
-100% of 'New Home Semi - Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£150k to £200k' and the overall average selling price for a
New Home Semi - Detached property is £159k.
-73% of 'New Home Terraced' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and the overall average selling price for a New
Home Teraced property is £147k.
-89% of 'New Home Apartment' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and the overall average selling price for a New
Home Apartment property is £112k.
100%

Detached, £254k

90%

Semi - Detached, £159k

80%
70%

Terraced, £147k

60%

Apartment, £112k

50%

40%
30%
20%
10%

0%
up to £100k

£100k to £150k

£150k to £200k

Detached

£200k to £250k

Semi - Detached

£250k to £300k

Terraced

£300k to £350k

£350k to £400k

Apartment

1k) This chart shows the 'Existing Market' price distribution over a 6
month period across the Assessment Area by property type:
-40% of 'Existing Home Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£150k to £200k' and the overall average selling price for a
Existing Home Detached property is £205k.
-37% of 'Existing Home Semi - Detached' Sales occurs in price bracket of '£100k to £150k' and the overall average selling price for
a Existing Home Semi - Detached property is £139k.
-50% of 'Existing Home Terraced' Sales occurs in price bracket of 'up to £100k' and the overall average selling price for a Existing
Home Teraced property is £102k.
-77% of 'Existing Home Apartment' Sales occurs in price bracket of 'up to £100k' and the overall average selling price for a Existing
Home Apartment property is £70k.
80%

Detached, £205k

70%

Semi - Detached, £139k

60%

Terraced, £102k

50%

Apartment, £70k

40%
30%
20%

10%
0%

up to £100k

£100k to £150k £150k to £200k £200k to £250k £250k to £300k £300k to £350k £350k to £400k £400k to £450k £450k to £500k
Detached

Semi - Detached

Terraced

Apartment

Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015)
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2) Current Market - Listed Price
Table (ii): Current Market Listed Price for Assessment Area vs. Post Code Area
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

£

New Homes

£

Existing Market

£

151,216

151,216

£

160,677

£

209,754

£

159,395

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Market View: (November to December 2015)

2a) Current Market Listed Price - New Build Market
Average price listed for the 'New Build' Market'
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

House and
Apartment

£

-

£

209,754

House

2 / 3 / 4 Beds
Average

£

-

£

214,417

2 Bed

£

-

£

125,308

3 Bed

£

-

£

190,203

4 Bed

£

-

£

303,420

1 / 2 Beds
Average

£

-

£

88,500

1 Bed

£

-

£

88,500

2 Bed

£

-

£

-

Apartment

2b) Current Market Listed Price - Existing Market
Average price listed for the 'Existing Market'
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

House and
Apartment

£

151,216

£

159,395

House

2 / 3 / 4 Beds
Average

£

151,216

£

161,495

2 Bed

£

121,800

£

118,156

3 Bed

£

145,967

£

166,194

4 Bed

£

239,988

£

259,264

1 / 2 Beds
Average

£

-

£

95,756

1 Bed

£

-

£

95,756

2 Bed

£

-

£

-

Apartment

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Market View: (November to December 2015)
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3) Current Market - Rentals
Table (iii): Current Market Listed Price for Assessment Area vs. Post Code Area
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

House and
Apartment

£

518

£

637

House

2 / 3 / 4 Beds
Average

£

523

£

650

2 Bed

£

508

£

558

3 Bed

£

578

£

695

4 Bed

£

-

£

1,060

1 / 2 Beds
Average

£

413

£

505

1 Bed

£

413

£

505

2 Bed

£

-

£

-

Apartment

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Market View: (November to December 2015)

4) Demographics
The below chart represents top % demographic of residents across all Post
Codes within the Assessment Area
Self Supporters:
Hard-working mature singles who own budget terraces manageable within their modest wage.

Self Supporters

9%

Data Source: Experian
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Ferndown Ct, Ryton, Tyne and Wear, NE40 3HD
5) Demand vs. Supply for all property types
Overall, New Build and Existing Homes across the Assessment Area
The charts below represents the Supply and Demand of 'All' property type transactions across the Assessment Area.
Majority of the Demand across the Assessment Area occurs in the 'up to £100k' price bracket. Majority of the Supply
across the Assessment Area occurs in the '£100k to £150k' price bracket.
50%
45%

Overall

40%

Demand - Land Registry
Supply - Current Listings

35%
30%

25%
20%

15%
10%

5%
0%
up to £100k

£100k to £150k £150k to £200k £200k to £250k £250k to £300k £300k to £350k £350k to £400k £400k to £450k

The chart below represents the Supply and Demand of 'All New Build Market' property types across the Assessment
Area. Majority of the New Build Demand across the Assessment Area occurs in the '£100k to £150k' price bracket. There
are currently no New Homes Listings within the Assessment Area
60%

New

50%

Demand - Land Registry
Supply - Current Listings

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
up to £100k

£100k to £150k

£150k to £200k

£200k to £250k

£250k to £300k

£300k to £350k

The chart below represents the Supply and Demand of 'All Existing Homes Market' across the Assessment Area. Majority
of the Existing Market Demand across the Assessment Area occurs in the 'up to £100k' price bracket. Majority of the
Existing Market Supply across the Assessment Area occurs in the '£100k to £150k' price bracket.
50%

Existing

45%

Demand - Land Registry

40%

Supply - Current Listings

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

5%
0%
up to £100k

£100k to £150k £150k to £200k £200k to £250k £250k to £300k £300k to £350k £350k to £400k £400k to £450k

Data Source: Data produced by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2015: (July to December 2015); Data Source: Market View:
(November to December 2015)
Countrywide Research April 2016
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6) Price per Sq. Ft.
Table (iv): Price per Sq. Ft achieved for Assessment Area vs. Post Code Area
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

£

146

£

147

New Homes

All Beds

£

158

£

180

Existing Market

All Beds

£

145

£

143

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Countrywide Surveying: (October to December 2015)

6a) Price per Sq. Ft achieved - New Build Market
Average price listed for the 'New Build' Market'
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

House and
Apartment

£

158

£

180

House

All Beds

£

-

£

178

£

-

£

179

£

-

£

176

£

-

£

180

£

209

Apartment

All Beds

£

158

£

-

£

-

£

158

£

211

6b) Price per Sq. Ft achieved - Existing Market
Average price listed for the 'Existing Market'
Area: Newcastle upon Tyne
(NE)

Assessment Area

Overall

House and
Apartment

£

145

£

143

House

All Beds

£

145

£

146

£

123

£

139

£

154

£

142

£

139

£

160

£

-

£

150

£

-

£

155

£

-

£

152

Apartment

All Beds

Note: If there is no value shown above, there is no data for the period in that Assessment Area or Area.
Data Source: Countrywide Surveying: (October to December 2015)
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About Countrywide Residential Development
Countrywide Residential Development is the largest land and new homes agency in the UK. We work with
the UK's most successful house builders and developers, selling over 5000 new homes per annum.
Led by an experienced team of over 150 new homes professionals located throughout the UK, we are
proud to count brands such as Hamptons International, leading commercial consultancy Lambert Smith
Hampton and specialist consultancy ikon, as part of our group.
Our strength is highlighted by the fact that we are Gold winners of the Best New Homes Agency Award at
the Estate Agency of the Year Awards 2015.

About Countrywide Research

With over 1,000 estate agency and lettings branches throughout the UK, we see how the housing market
is evolving on a daily basis. On-the-ground insight and advanced data analytics allow us to understand the

For more information, please contact Kami Nagi, Countrywide Research Consultant:
Tel: 07725 428759
Email: kami.nagi@countrywide.co.uk

www.countrywide.co.uk

Countrywide Research April 2016
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APPENDIX 3
THRESHOLD LAND VALUE SUPPORTING
EVIDENCE

2015
2014

Hellens Ltd
Duke of Northumberland

North Tyneside Council

Newcastle City Council

Redcar College
Yuill Family
Weightman
Redcar & Cleveland Council
Mowden Park Rugby Club
The Shepards

£299,600

£225,500

£342,000
£371,400
£744,000
£566,300
£617,000
£436,000

2015
2015
2013
2013
2012
2012

2013

2014

Year

Vendor

Land Value (per net
acre)
£336,900
£476,600
Teal Farm, Washington
Scaffold Hill, Holystone
Former Parkside School, Mullen Road,
Wallsend
Former Walker Technology College,
Walker
Former Redcar College, Redcar Ln
Quarry Farm
Stainsby Hall Farm, Middlesbrough TS5
Enfield Chase, Guisborough
Mowden Park, Darlington
The Former NEDL site, The Covers, Wallsend

Site

Redcar & Cleveland Council
Hartlepool Council
Middlesbrough
Redcar & Cleveland
Darlington
North Tyneside

Newcastle City Council

North Tyneside Council

Sunderland City Council
North Tyneside Council

LPA

GF
GF
GF
GF
GF
GF

GF/BF

GF/BF

Greenfield /
Brownfield
GF
GF

APPENDIX 4
BCIS DATA EVIDENCE

Upper Callerton
Gateshead & Newcastle CIL 2016 P04
Use Class - Property Type

C3 Housing one off

C3 Housing mixed developments

C3 Flats Central Newc - 6+ storey

C3 Flats Central Newc - 3 - 5 storey
(non-Newc central area)

Assisted Living

Profile Area

BCIS Q

High
High Mid
Mid
Low Mid
Low
High
High Mid
Mid
Low Mid
Low
Median

Median

High
High Mid
Mid
Low Mid
Low
ALL

Median

LQ
Median

LQ

LQ

VA2 BCIS plus
5%
1068
1025
983
940
897
747
720
694
667
640
1101

VA3 BCIS

848
819
789
760
730

989
956
923
890
857

1224
1178
1133
1087
1041
864
839
814
789
764
1255

Tapering
High
High Mid
Mid
Low Mid
Low

984

Q4 2014 - 5 Year Average

Build Cost
Median
Estate Housing Generally
Housing Mixed Developments
LQ
Estate Housing Generally
Housing Mixed Developments

£ psm

£ psf

Locational
Weighting
0.87

£965.00
£1,009.00

£89.65
£93.74

£78.24
£81.81

£86.07
£89.99

£90.37
£94.49

£90.37
£94.49

£856.00
£902.00

£79.53
£83.80

£69.40
£73.13

£76.34
£80.45

£80.16
£84.47

£80.16
£84.47

Build Costs Analysis Including Contingency and Externals
Derscription
Council - 0%
Council - 15%
TM

Build Cost
£73.52
£77.95
£81.81

10%
£80.88
£85.74
£89.99

5%
£84.92
£90.03
£94.49

Externals
10%

Contingency
5%

TOTAL

£ psf
£94
£92
£89
£87
£84

£ psm
£1,017
£990
£963
£936
£909

APPENDIX 5
HARMAN REPORT EXTRACT

APPENDIX 6
ABNORMAL COST SUPPORTING
EVIDENCE

APPENDIX 7
TURNER MORUM RECENT CASE
EXPERIENCE

1

Development Consultancy
32-33 COWCROSS STREET
LONDON, EC1M 6DF
www.tmllp.co.uk

Turner Morum LLP I

32-33 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6DF I

020 7490 5505 I

www.tmllp.co.uk
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The Development Team
Turner Morum LLP is a niche firm of property advisors. The Development Consultancy
Team specialises in the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Viability Appraisals
Development Land Valuation Advice
5-Year Land Supply Assessments
Facilitating Site Promotion
Local Plan Assessments (CIL, S.106, Affordable Housing and Infrastructure)
Expert Witness Evidence

The map below shows a selection of our recent projects, a number of which are
explored in more detail on the following pages:

Abbotswood, Romsey

Denmead, Hampshire

North West Cambridge

Andover

Emersons Green, Bristol

Redhill Way, Telford

Area 11, Milton Keynes

Hatchfield Farm, Newmarket

Royal Alexandra Hospital

Bardon Grange, Coalville

Higher Newham Farm, Truro

Sovereign Harbour

Bath Road, Reading

Key Site, Goldaming

Sprowston, Norwich

Blue Circle Sports Ground

Badnell s Pit, Maidenhead

Swindon EDA

Chilmington Green

Southend Road, Wickford

Upper Heyford, Cotswolds

Clipstone Road, Mansfield

Leighton Linslade

Worthing College

Crewekerne

Lydbrook

Turner Morum LLP I

32-33 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6DF I

020 7490 5505 I

www.tmllp.co.uk
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Viability
We specialise in advising both Developers and Local Authorities on Development
Viability. Detailed analysis is usually carried out in the form of bespoke development
appraisals; structured to allow various types of sensitivity analysis and built to incorporate
high levels of detailed information. We also frequently use development viability toolkits,
such as the HCA Model & Three Dragons Viability Toolkit.
We have significant experience in providing viability advice on large, phased schemes,
structuring review mechanisms, carrying out commuted sum calculations and dealing
with deferred contributions (where applicable). Some examples of viability assessments
undertaken are provided below:CHILMINGTON GREEN, ASHFORD, KENT
Consortium inc. BDW Kent, Hodson Developments, Jarvis Homes & Pentland Homes
We were instructed by a Consortium of housebuilders to provide detailed viability advice
on this scheme of 5,750 dwellings in Ashford, Kent. Our modelling required us to consider
the viability on a phase-by-phase basis, as well as the delivery of significant amounts of
infrastructure and S.106 contributions. This scheme included a complex viability review
mechanism, which we were responsible for structuring.
OLD POWDER MILLS, LEIGH, SEVENOAKS
Ashill Group
Ashill Group appointed us to assess the viability of this scheme and to calculate and
agree an appropriate commuted sum payment. The agreed consent included the
delivery of market and shared ownership housing, with an off-site contribution towards
affordable rented properties elsewhere in Sevenoaks Borough.
BITTERNE, SOUTHAMPTON
Taylor Wimpey (Southern Counties) Ltd
We were instructed by Taylor Wimpey Ltd to assess the viability of their proposed
development of 32 residential units on this scheme in Bitterne, Southampton. We
provided detailed viability analysis and an associated report and then entered in
negotiations with Southampton City Council, agreeing 0% affordable housing.
SITTINGBOURNE TOWN CENTRE, SITTINGBOURNE, KENT
Swale Borough Council (SBC)
Swale Borough Council appointed us to carry out an independent assessment of the
applicant s viability submission. We then provided professional advice on the proposed
review mechanism structure.
SWEETS WAY, WHETSTONE, LONDON BOROUGH OF BARNET
Annington Developments Ltd
We were instructed to assess the viability of this 288 unit scheme at the former MOD site
in Whetstone, Barnet. Following a series of extensive negotiations with Barnet Council s
valuers, 20% on-site affordable housing was agreed. We then assisted in negotiating the
S.106 structure and conditions.

Turner Morum LLP I

32-33 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6DF I

020 7490 5505 I

www.tmllp.co.uk
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SALVATORI WORKS, PRESTON, DOVER
Dover District Council (DDC)
DDC appointed us to assess a viability submission made by the applicant for this
residential scheme, which was required to cross-subsidise the costly relocation of a
business including extensive associated machinery. We considered the applicant s
submission, re-built the appraisal analysis in our own bespoke format, and then provided
our advice and recommendations to DDC. Our assessment included advice on the
review mechanism proposed by the Applicant, which sought to compare the actual
(outturn) scheme costs versus those included within the applicant s viability submission.
CHAPEL ARCHES, MAIDENHEAD
Shanly Homes
We were appointed to represent Shanly Homes on this landmark scheme in central
Maidenhead. The development comprised multiple buildings which had been secured
by Shanly Homes over a considerable timeframe. We were asked to assess the viability
of the scheme, and negotiate the viability on Shanly s behalf. A planning consent was
subsequently agreed with 0% affordable housing. We also agreed the S.106 package,
which included a contribution towards Maidenhead s waterways improvement scheme.
LEIGHTON LINSLADE, BEFORDSHIRE
Willis Dawson Holdings (WDH)
WDH instructed us to provide viability advice on their proposed 1,210 residential unit
mixed-use scheme, which is a key urban extension site in Leighton Linslade, Bedfordshire.
Following the production of a detailed appraisal model which considered various
affordable housing scenarios, we entered into negotiations with the Council and their
appointed Valuer, before reaching a satisfactory viability agreement.
CARDINGTON, BEDFORDSHIRE
Fosbern Manufacturing Ltd
We were instructed by Fosbern Manufacturing Ltd to assess the viability of their proposed
development of 592 residential units and the required refurbishment of the iconic World
War 1 Airship Hanger within the S.106 agreement and following extensive negotiations
with Bedford Borough Council, an agreement for 10% affordable housing was reached.
EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE
Taylor Wimpey (Southern Counties) Ltd
Taylor Wimpey instructed us to assess the viability of their proposed development of 120
residential units on a Brownfield site in Eastleigh, Hampshire. Following the construction a
bespoke viability model, our assessment was submitted and after negotiations with
Eastleigh Borough Council, we reached an agreement for 24% affordable housing to be
delivered.

Turner Morum LLP I

32-33 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6DF I

020 7490 5505 I
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Valuation Advice
We have extensive experience in providing valuation advice, usually where land is
controlled via Option Agreements. Examples of some recent instructions are detailed
below:EAST ANTON FARM, ANDOVER, HAMPSHIRE
Taylor Wimpey (Southern Counties) Ltd
We were appointed to advise Taylor Wimpey on this mixed-use (residential-led) 330 acre
development site to the north-east of Andover. Our Input included advising during the
S.106 negotiations, preparing a detailed cashflow model in-line with the Option
Agreement and then negotiating the purchase price & acquisition terms (including a
separate ransom negotiation with Network Rail).
AREAS 10 & 11 MILTON KEYNES, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Gallagher Estates
Gallagher Estates instructed Turner Morum on this site in Milton Keynes known as the
Western Expansion Area. This was the largest housing site to come to market in the
Country at the time where planning was granted for 6,550 new homes. We were
instructed in a valuation capacity through the arbitration process and acted as Expert
Witnesses, providing detailed evidence under cross-examination.
LAND AT SOUTHEND ROAD, WICKFORD, ESSEX
Martin Grant Homes
We were appointed by Martin Grant Homes to assess the value of their development
site, and then negotiate the purchase price with the vendor s appointed Valuer. When
we were unable to agree a price, we proceeded to dispute resolution where the
Independent Expert agreed with our recommended price figure. This was an amount
calculated in-line with the prescribed valuation methodology within the Option
Agreement.
PUCKERIDGE, EAST HERTFORDSHIRE
Fairview Homes
Fairview Homes appointed us to assess the value of this development site, and negotiate
the Open Market Value. This instruction went to dispute resolution, where we submitted a
proof of evidence and rebuttal report, outlining our opinion of Open Market Value,
based on our detailed valuation modelling and analysis of comparable evidence.
SPROWSTON, NORWICH
Consortium inc. Persimmon Homes, Taylor Wimpey & Hopkins Homes
We were instructed by a consortium consisting of Persimmon Homes, Taylor Wimpey and
Hopkins Homes to undertake a valuation assessment of their proposed development of
1,233 units on this 208 acre site at White House Farm, Sprowston, Norwich. The instruction
included researching a large number of comparables and structuring the valuation
appraisal in-line with the requirements of the Option Agreement.

Turner Morum LLP I

32-33 Cowcross Street, London, EC1M 6DF I

020 7490 5505 I

www.tmllp.co.uk
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THREE MILE CROSS, READING
Crest Nicholson
Crest Nicholson appointed us to assess and negotiate the acquisition of this
development site from the private landowner. Our submission comprised a residual
valuation cross-referenced with analysed comparable evidence. After negotiations and
further analysis, particularly of comparable evidence, an Open Market Value figure was
agreed.
NORTHSTOWE PHASE 1, CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Gallagher Estates
We were instructed by Gallagher Estates to undertake a valuation exercise and enter
into negotiations on phase 1 of this development in Northstowe, Cambridge, which
incorporated the first 1,500 homes of the 10,000 unit new settlement. This landmark
development required producing and negotiating a bespoke Excel model that was
agreed by both sides, as well as testing a range of development scenarios.

HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE
Lands Improvement
Lands Improvement, lead developer within the Houghton Regis Development
Consortium, appointed us to undertake a comprehensive valuation assessment of
numerous Option Agreements relating to the land assembly of this strategic site in
Bedfordshire. This exercise also required us to assess the Open Market Value of the 5,150
unit site through an extensive cashflow appraisal model.
BUCKTON FIELDS, NORTHAMPTON
Bloor Homes and Martin Grant Homes
We were jointly instructed by Bloor Homes and Martin Grant Homes to initially assess the
viability of their proposed joint venture scheme of 376 residential units in
Northamptonshire. Following the grant of a satisfactory planning permission (with
reduced affordable housing), we were then instructed in a valuation capacity to
negotiate the acquisition of the development site, which was held under a number of
Option Agreements.
DENMEAD, HAMPSHIRE
Taylor Wimpey (Southern Counties) Ltd
Taylor Wimpey instructed Turner Morum to carry out valuation analysis (both residual and
comparable) for this development site that was controlled under an Option Agreement.
We were then further instructed to act at arbitration when it became clear that the site
value would not be agreed through negotiations. The arbitration was dealt with by way
of written representations and rebuttal reports.
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Facilitating Site Promotion
We have been involved in promoting various sites across the Country. Our role tends to
include providing advice on viability, securing site allocations in Local Development
Plans and obtaining expressions of interest from potential purchasers. Once interest has
been obtained and preferred bidders chosen, we also have experience in negotiating
and finalising purchase terms on behalf of our landowner clients. Examples of some of
our more recent site promotion instructions are shown below:HATCHFIELD FARM, NEWMARKET
Stanley Estates
We have provided on-going advice to the Derby Estate concerning approximately 150
gross acres of potential development land on the North side of Newmarket. Two
planning applications have been lodged with the most recent being for 400
dwellings. Our input included advising on appropriate land uses for inclusion within the
Masterplan, assisting with the S.106 negotiation and preparing a valuation model.
NORTH WEST CAMBRIDGE
University of Cambridge
We were instructed by the University of Cambridge to provide on-going consultancy
and viability advice in relation to a c. 160 acre site in North West Cambridge. Our role
was within a large multi-discipline team, providing in-depth financial modelling and
developing complex cashflow appraisals, including elements of market, affordable,
collegiate, key worker, employment, research & development land uses.
TICEHURST, EAST SUSSEX
Private Landowner
A private landowner client appointed us to advise them concerning a substantial area
of agricultural land within the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) as part of a
large professional team. A resolution to grant outline planning consent was secured for
40 houses (with 40% affordable) ahead of the LDF being adopted. We were then
instructed to sell the site on behalf of the landowner, approaching a number of
housebuilder and developer, seeking expressions of interest and offers for this consented
site.
BOREHAMWOOD, HERTFORDSHIRE
Private Landowner
We were appointed by a private landowner to advise on the Open Market Value of a
parcel of land suitable for residential development. In order to provide the landowners
with an indication of value, we modelled a range of development scenarios, including
different levels of density on the site and also tested a range of inputs including average
market revenues and construction costs.
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Public Sector Advice
We have provided professional advice to a large number of Local Authorities across the
country, as per the below examples:REIGATE & BANSTEAD DISTRICT COUNCIL AND SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
We provided viability advice on a landmark 2,600 dwelling extension to Horley in Surrey,
specifically looking at the quantum of social housing and associated infrastructure that
could be delivered without prejudicing the 5-year land supply position. We also advised
on the methodology of collecting development contributions. This was perhaps the first
scheme in the country where a Tariff Method was used.
ASHFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL & KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
Ashford Borough Council & Kent County Council appointed us to provide consultancy
and appraisal advice within the Ashford Growth Area for Ashford Borough, Kent County
Council and English Partnerships with a view to identifying the potential level of
Planning Gain that could be raised in relation to 31,000 new dwellings intended to be
built over the period up to 2026. This instruction required a review of two major
residential development sites, the preparation of appraisals and an analysis of the likely
On Site and Off Site abnormal costs of development. There was a particular focus on
those items that might, in future developments, fail to be dealt with by way of a
Planning Tariff .
TONBRIDGE & MALLING COUNCIL
We provided consultancy and appraisal advice in connection with the preparation of
an Area Development Framework for the central area of Tonbridge. As part of a multidisciplinary team, advice was prepared in relation to proposed leisure, office, industrial
and residential uses. The brief required liaising with interested parties, computer
modelling of the proposals and advice upon market demand and viability.
NEWPORT CITY COUNCIL
A public sector consortium consisting of Newport Unlimited, the Welsh Development
Agency, and Newport City Council appointed us to advise them regarding a
development framework for Newport s Eastern Sector. As part of a consultancy team
our key role was to advise upon the deliverability of this complex scheme which involved
the redevelopment of the Llanwern steelworks as well as over 40 hectares /100 acres of
greenfield land.
KENT COUNTY COUNCIL & THANET DISTRICT COUNCIL
We provided viability advice related to the affordable housing provision on a school site
that was brought forward for housing. This scheme essentially required a land swap to
enable the delivery of a new school, and an affordable housing assessment was
required in order to determine whether equivalent value was achieved between the
two sites in question.
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5-Year Land Supply
We have been involved in various 5-year land supply instructions where our role has
been to assess, monitor and analyse the land supply assumptions of the Local
Authorities, and to advise whether they can robustly demonstrate that they have 5-year
housing land supply. We are regularly involved in associated planning appeals,
providing proofs of evidence and expert witness evidence where necessary. Below are
some examples of recent 5-year land supply instructions:BOROUGH COUNCIL OF WELLINGBOROUGH (BCW)
Redrow Homes
We were instructed to undertake an evaluation of BCW s suggested 5-year land supply,
to support Redrow s proposed 85 unit scheme in Earls Barton. Our assessment looked at
each of the Local Authority s key sites, considering any constraints on delivery and
taking into account various issues including housing construction rates, assumptions for
infrastructure delivery, local market competition & potential market saturation.
For the purposes of the public inquiry we provided a written proof of evidence and
provided expert witness evidence given under cross examination. Our evidence was
accepted by the Planning Inspector, who agreed that the Council could not
demonstrate an adequate 5-year land supply (although the appeal was eventually
overturned by the Secretary of State for non-land supply reasons).
We were also subsequently instructed by Aberdeen Asset Management, Barwood and
Bowbridge Land to re-assess the BCW 5-year land supply, in all cases concluding that an
adequate 5-year housing land supply did not exist.
SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNCIL (SNC)
Redrow Homes Ltd
Redrow instructed us to undertake a 5-year land supply assessment of SNC to support an
appeal on their site in Pottersbury. Working with Barton Willmore and Connells, a detailed
proof of evidence was produced assessing the delivering of the key sites in South
Northamptonshire. In the lead-up to the Public Inquiry, a meeting was held with SNC
which enabled a position to be agreed with the Council on all of the key sites.
CANTERBURY CITY COUNCIL (CCC)
Pentland Homes Ltd
We were instructed to undertake an assessment of the 5-year land supply published by
CCC to support submissions in respect of the emerging Local Plan. A detailed report was
prepared and submitted based upon our detailed research, which involved reviewing
the viability of each of the key sites, seeking to demonstrate that many were financially
non-viable and thus unlikely to be delivered within the timeframe suggested by CCC.
NORTH NORFOLK DISTRICT COUNCIL (NNDC)
Gladmans Strategic Land
Gladmans appointed us to carry out a review of NNDC s suggested 5-year housing land
supply, which was provided as a written report. This assessment required us to draw upon
a number of our housebuilder contacts in order to ascertain when they saw the key sites
coming forward and at what rate, identifying any potential delivery problems.
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The Team

John Turner

BSc (Hons) MRICS

BSc (Hons) Estate Management
Member: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 1977
After starting his career in the Valuation Office Agency, and following 10-years in
Development Consultancy at DTZ (formerly Debenham Tewson & Chinnocks), John
Turner set up Turner Morum in 1991.
Within the firm John heads up the Development Consultancy Team and has wide
experience of advising on several of the country's largest and most complicated
schemes. A particular skill comprises computer modelling of large scale developments,
including sensitivity, viability and valuation analysis. John has provided expert reports
and witness evidence at numerous public inquiries, arbitrations and court cases.
Tel: 020 7688 3407
Email: jt@tmllp.co.uk

Thomas Hegan BSc (Hons) MRICS
BSc (Hons) Real Estate Valuation and Management
Member: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 2009
Tom joined Turner Morum in 2007 and was made Partner in 2013.
Responsibilities in this role include producing development appraisals, built to
incorporate large amounts of variable information with high levels of accuracy on site
development capacity and value. Tom specialises in viability and valuation advice, and
has been involved in bringing forward some of the key strategic sites across the country.
Tom is a specialist in residual valuations, cashflow appraisals and review mechanisms.
In addition, Tom s role is to provide Expert Reports and Witness Evidence at public
inquiries, arbitrations and court cases, and all other development consultancy matters.
Tom is also an accredited expert and has undertaken the advanced professional award
in expert witness evidence.
Tel: 020 7688 3414
Email: th@tmllp.co.uk
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Nick Bignall BSc (Hons) MSc MRICS
BSc (Hons) Land Management
MSc Urban Planning and Development
Member: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 2013
Nick joined Turner Morum in 2010 and was promoted to Associate in 2015. Nick works
mainly alongside Tom Hegan and John Turner, carrying out detailed financial modelling
of development scenarios, specialising in complex development appraisals and
cashflows, allowing our clients to easily test sensitivities within particular valuation and
viability assessments.
Nick is a specialist in residual valuations, cashflow appraisals, review mechanisms, 5-year
housing land supply assessments and proofs of evidence. Nick regularly produces
detailed reports explaining and justifying inputs, setting out the conclusions of our
detailed analysis, and negotiating planning consents on behalf of our clients.
Tel: 020 7688 3405
Email: nb@tmllp.co.uk

Samuel Carson BA (Hons)
BA (Hons) Property Development and Planning
Sam joined the Development Team in March 2014 to work closely with Tom Hegan and
Nick Bignall, mainly working on development appraisals and associated analysis on
residential-led schemes across the country. His primary role is assisting the team with the
production of these valuation models. He is a specialist in researching and analysing
proposed local authority 5-year housing land supply housing trajectories. Sam is currently
undertaking his APC to become a Chartered Surveyor.
Tel: 020 7688 3402
Email: sc@tmllp.co.uk
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Ramsay Evans

BA (Hons)

BA (Hons) Property Development and Planning

Ramsay joined the Development Team in April 2014 to work closely with Tom Hegan and
Nick Bignall in the production of development appraisals for residential schemes
throughout the country. Ramsay provides specialist assistance, constructing valuation
models and carrying out sensitivity analysis to inform the valuation outcomes. Ramsay
assists with the production of detailed reports and the analysis of 5-year housing land
supply trajectories. Ramsay is currently undertaking his APC to become a Chartered
Surveyor.
Tel: 020 7688 3415
Email: re@tmllp.co.uk

Further Services
Business Rates
·
·
·
·
·
·

Business Rates Minimisation
Budgeting and Provisioning
Vacant Property Management
Account Auditing
Rating List Appeals
Discretionary Relief

Ian Charman

Tel: 020 7688 3409
Email: ic@tmllp.co.uk

Charles Hill

Tel: 020 7688 3404
Email: ch@tmllp.co.uk

Occupier Services
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Relocation Search and Acquisition
Rent Review
Lease Renewal and Reconstructing
Break Options and Lease Exits
Service Charge Audit
Investment
Disposal
Valuation Advice
Dilapidations
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Andrew Smith

Tel: 020 7688 3413
Email: as@tmllp.co.uk

Will Lawther

Tel: 020 7688 3410
Email: wl@tmllp.co.uk
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Clients
PRIVATE SECTOR
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PUBLIC SECTOR
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